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FOREWORD

I first met Nathalia Crane just after she had completed

The Janitor s Boy. She was ten and a half years old and she

puzzled me. She puzzled me as a person even before she

puzzled me as a poet. I came to know her well—during vis-

its to the Central Park menagerie, at her home, at theatre,

and chiefly in the five and ten cent stores which were her

especial delight—but I never felt I knew her intimately.

There was even then a queerness about her, an almost too

pronounced childishness coupled with a curious vocabu-

lary, which made her seem not so much a creature from an-

other world as a visitor from another century. I remember

particularly one of our afternoons in the red and gold em-

porium on Fifth Avenue—for it literally was an afternoon

we spent there, Nathalia never allowing herself to be

dragged away from Mr. Woolworth's gleaming counters

in less than three hours. She had thirty cents to spend and

she spent them gravely, with the deliberation, ardor, and

energy of the experienced shopper. She had exhausted her

budget when she saw an old-fashioned hour-glass. Imme-

diately she wanted to exchange all her other gifts for it. "I'll

give you another ten cents if you'll tell me why you want

it," I said. "Is it to help you cook four-minute ^gs?" "Oh,

no," she replied. "I want to see how time goes by." It was

the first thing she had said to make me remember I was

shopping with a poet.

It was as a poet that I came to know her better. I watched



her emerge from The Janitor s Boy and grow through the

curious humor and more curious diction of Lava Lane, pub-

lished when Nathalia was twelve, The Singing Crow,

which appeared in her thirteenth year, and Venus Invisible,

published when Nathalia was teetering on sixteen. In all

these books there was the troublesome blend of naivete and

sophistication, of instinctive music and an overindulgence

in alliteration; childish precocity was paralleled by a most

unchildlike prescience. The theory that there was a "hoax"

somewhere to be discovered always seemed absurd to me.

For one thing, a hoax perpetrated upon a child—a hoax

which required the co-operation of two parents—was un-

thinkable; for another, it was pointless. I know that Natha-

lia's father greatly influenced her and was, more or less con-

sciously, responsible for many of her "plots." But it was ob-

vious who the poet was, and there was no more reason to

question Nathalia's gift than Marjorie Fleming's or Yehu-

di Menuhin's. I watched her, with some misgiving, per-

pare a novel on an unusual theme ruined by a dry and stilted

diction; it was called An Alien from Heaven and it ap-

peared when she was not quite seventeen. Then I lost sight

of her. I went abroad and Nathalia went to college.

Several years later I learned that interested persons, to

whom Nathalia mysteriously referred as "unknown pow-

ers," had offered to send her through college and to Europe

on one condition: that she publish nothing until after grad-

uation. These anonymous sponsors—and in Nathalia's let-

ters they seemed to be a cross between Olympian deities
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and eighteenth-century patrons in the nobility—kept their

promise and Nathalia kept hers. She has been out of Bar-

nard about a year; she has had a twenty-second birthday;

and this is her new book.

I have seen only part of the manuscript and I feel exactly

as I did when I first looked at The Janitor s Boy some ten

years ago. It is extraordinary in many ways. It is by turns

unusually graceful and surprisingly awkward ; the language

is alternately simple and over-literary; the communication

is sometimes direct as a flash, sometimes elaborately ob-

scure, as if a child had turned pedant. Where one "set" (as

Nathalia still calls her verses) is a dull jingle, another is a

clairvoyant illumination. It may be an erratic genius that

dictates this poetry, perhaps an only half-conscious genius,

but genius in any case it is. One need only read the title-

poem and the Emily Dickinsonian "The Dead Bee" to be

made aware of this. Her contradictions, her lack of an even

pitch and a balanced technique, her very shifts from child-

ish observation to an intuitive wisdom beyond maturity are

part of Nathalia's characteristics. They have not integrated;

they refuse to unite in a reasonable solution. I said that

when Nathalia was eleven years old she puzzled me. She

still does.

Louis Untermeyer

Toledo, Ohio

21 Birckhead Place





TO AN UNKNOWN FRIEND:

friend of mine, tho name I never knew,

With patience I have been so long acquaint,

That the mysterious gifts you often gave

Seemed more the bounty of some breathless saint,

For gratitude no carpentry of sound

When such bestowals are by Heaven made,

Coming when every measurer is mute,

The rule demented and the compass strayed.

1 seek a dealer in unuttered words,

True to the desert where his wares are spread,

Lost to the lips and banished from the ear—
What Lazarus dreamed; Jairus left unsaid.
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SWEAR BY THE NIGHT

There are no stars in heaven,

So doth the day declare;

Only in times of darkness

Are we sure that the stars are there.

There are no dreams whatever

—

Light would our needs disown

;

But the night lifts our faces upward

And we build on the dream alone.

Swear by the night forever;

Reach for a faultless land

;

You may touch what the blinding brightness

Refuses to understand.
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LEAN NOT UPON THE AZURE

Lean not upon the azure for thy dream,

Forego the crutches of the moon and sun

;

Too much of longing arms a lean neglect,

Fetters the fountain, leaves the dove undone.

A phantom flower, the saddest in the world;

Those garlands of the sleeper but a boast;

Thy search should be the bracken's coarsest frond,

The flora of an unfamiliar coast.

Study nostalgia near the empty nest;

The chorals of the melancholy crow.

Peruse that ugly sovereign of the harsh,

A discord croaking by some sullen flow.

Then will thy dream be certified as such,

And something more than wonder—with a crutch.
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RUMMAGE THE HOUSE IN VAIN

Robinson Crusoe's daughters

Worry about a chest,

Left in the windy attic

Under the swallow's nest,

Smelling of tar and seaweed,

Robinson Crusoe's hoard;

Prop for the ironing board.

Once it stood in the kitchen,

Often a phantom polly

Shouted and Jigged within;

Sobbed for a sunflower pastry,

Begged for a tot of gin

;

Boasted his charts for reading,

Gold for a candle glow;

Bragged of his ghostly honor

—

Being the watch below.

Robinson Crusoe's daughters

Rummage the house in vain;

Never that brazen mimic

Copies the anchor chain

;



Never he grounds the musket-

That was his midnight jest,

Guarding a desert island

Locked in a sailor's chest.

Stairways are taught to listen

While they are matching seed,

Mixing enticing pastries

Fit for a phantom's need.

Robinson Crusoe's laughter,

Robinson Crusoe's fears,

Remnants of old devotions

Dusty and stained with years.



BALLAD OF JOHNNY O'BRIEN

(Dynamite ]ohnny}

Johnny O'Brien,

Oh, Johnny O'Brien;

Dynamite Johnny, ah, me;

Sabers and laces,

Springfields in cases,

Running a cargo free.

(The ghost of a sailor tells how the schooner,

the Donna T., was seized at sea by phantoms.)

We sailed in hides and camphor

For a port in the Canbbee;

The captain was Mister O'Brien,

The schooner the Donna T.

We sailed in hides and camphor,

With honey in the hold;

We were so richly laden

The Donna scarcely rolled.

Our wake the wabbling windrows

Of swans across the deep,

Till something in the honey

Put all the crew asleep.
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Roused were the myriads of posies

Feeling a romping swell,

And they slipped from the bunks of torpor

At the sound of the schooner's bell.

The honey blew the hatches

;

It wafted from below

When we were under tops'ls

Running down to Rio Ro.

In the galley the cook was making

A sauce for a brace of tern;

The cabin boy was watching

The flag of a shark astern.

There was a rush of thistle,

Of tansy tufts, or both;

No more the deck remembers,

Upon a sailor's oath.

The bo's'n fell full smitten

A-nigh the bowsprit's heel;

The Swedie, strangled standing,

Still gripped the leaden wheel.

And in the waist there wallowed

The pick of all the world,

Who got their berths by swearing

They neither reefed nor furled.
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Oh, 'ware the whitest schooner

When honey goes to sea,

Armed with the drowsy musket

Of a long-disbanded bee,

Boasting the bramble's pistol,

The blade of the humming bird;

For many a ship that's missing

We offer the owner's word.

Johnny O'Brien,

Oh, Johnny O'Brien,

Skeleton Light is a-beam

;

Donna T. under,

Port rail a' thunder,

Horsing the old Gulf Stream.

(The owner of the Donna T. corroborates the sailor?)

They sailed in hides and honey

For a port in the Caribbee;

The master was Mister O'Brien,

The schooner the Donna T.

Nonsense to talk of Spnngfields,

Or comment on contraband;

In the hold was some haunted honey

From an undetermined land.



Who can count on the clover

After the soul is sped,

The mood of a mad carnation,

The plans of the dahlia dead?

Adrift is a great three-master

Off the Skeleton Key

;

The air is oddly odored

With musk and old rosemary.

Some of the lighthouse keepers

Noting the fragrance blown,

Think that a gypsy current

Is peddling a new cologne.

Captains of inbound coasters

Speak of a perfumed sea,

Tell how the scent of senna

Lies on the Caribbee.

South of the Windward Passage

And far as Rosano,

Bubbles break into blossom

And the lookouts see summer snow.

Yet there are streaks of color,

Crimson and minster brown;

There is the floating primrose

Juggling a yellow crown.
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Horizons now on the market,

Earthly and yet divine,

Armadas of buds immortal

Wander the taxless brine:

Nothing for netting and stowage;

Crated, and waived the cost;

Sold at pierhead prices,

Petals the angels lost.

Here is a restoration

;

Death, who was miserly,

Sending the flower backward,

Amazing eternity.

Johnny O'Brien,

Oh, Johnny O'Brien,

Just to be sailing again;

Watching a halo,

Moonlight off Pedro,

Down on the Spanish Main.
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THE DEAD BEE

Beside me there is resting

A great biography,

That crumpled panorama

—

The history of the bee.

A husk of ebon velvet,

A powdering of gold,

Lies, at the end, a bankrupt

With honey still unsold.

What an extensive failure!

Sheriffs are in the air;

Barrels of good wild honey,

Nobody knows just where;

Only a little bankrupt,

Truly too tired to care.
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IMPERFECTION

If no poor word

Stepped boldly from a sound,

For sake of sense

The while a critic frowned,

No blush could be,

The rose grow dull at times,

And poesy

Resent her perfect rhymes.

Let go the lure

—

The striving to unmake;

Behold the truth

Whenever heart may ache

—

There is a glory

In a great mistake.
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THE BONNET OF THE FOOL

The idols walk at night

And talk of a bygone rule-

When a god put on each summer dawn

The bonnet of the fool.

To jaunt a world, unknown,

To chum with the donkey's ear;

And never the spy in a mortal's eye

To know that a god was near.

The idols walk at night

In gardens banked by fern

;

They ground the knee tho' gods they be

In front of a crumbling urn.

They honor that within

And honestly lower their eyes,

For hid in the stone is that folded cone

—

The greatest of all disguise.

The idols walk at night

And ponder a bygone rule

—

When it was fair for gods to wear

The bonnet of the fool.
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CAPTIVE IN THE TAPER

There's a captive in your taper-

Burn me not, it seems to say,

Lest there come some gaunt occasion

When you'll feel the need to pray.

Lest there come the black-maned lion

Dripping midnight from the jaws;

Or a tiger masquerading

With the twilight on his paws.

Be it tallow, be it beeswax,

Courage never lacked a name

;

In that hour your slave arising

Will unsheath the hoarded flame.

Fades the ruddy roman candle;

Pales the bastard ambenne;

But the heart of a half-inch taper

Draws upon the thing unseen.

Still staging a mordant custom

Stirs the plague in her abode

;

The earthquake's one devotion

—

The middle of the road.

On the payroll of the darkness

Impatient lightnings are;

But your captive in the taper

Has stayed the falling star.



THE GHOST FROM SEAWEED TOWN
VISITS THE FLEET IN THE HUDSON

The stars of the starboard watch were doused

And the moon had gone below,

When we heard the cough of a culverin

Down where the Narrows flow.

Our tops were hailing the plotting board;

A brig of a bygone day

Had slipped the glass off Sandy Hook
And was standing up the bay.

Now what is this that bothers the brook,

Said the officer of the deck;

Were it not for the sound of a tambourine

I should think her an air-blown wreck.

All of our hammocks began to swing

To the grunt of a rusty gun

;

Instead of the glim of the anchor lights

We gave her the Navy's sun.

Her bows had the bulge of an Indiaman,

In her magazine danced the flame;

Her battle lanterns were smocked in red

And shone on her battered name.

The main and the mizzen had gone away;

Her freeboard—the perfect score,

Even the art that riddled the sieve

Could never attain to more.



Bring from the locker our chapeau wise,

Invoked when a gangway fades

;

It is needful now since a ghost confronts

The fleet by the Palisades;

A phantom blaze in her forward hold,

She was sunk for the years—and yet,

There is not the husk of a water drop

To be seen on the boarding net.

Tho' her name be not on the Navy list

Tradition can give a hand

;

Kettles of tar by the batteries,

Gunners with matches fanned.

With the cat asleep on the scuttle-butt

As she was when the ship went down,

We give salute with a service charge

To the ghost of Seaweed Town.



THE STRIKERS

The worm defied the council:

Your talk is all for man,

But I support my millions

In the islands of Japan.

A white rose, red with fury:

The women plague my soul;

Have I no vote when clusters

Are clipped to fill a bowl?

With the boycott on my honey,

Declared a bee with heat,

I'll store my hives in Heaven

And tear up the receipt.
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THE MUSE BETRAYED

O Muse, why dost thou let anatomists

Creep to thy shrine and tabulate thy charms,

Appraise the opulence of ornament

And estimate the ardor of thine arms ?

An autopsy Hespendes expects;

The frenzied nymph, the satyr with his snare

Done while defaming surgeons file their boast

—

We saw the Muse, her only robe the air.

Blurred are the eyes of Sappho in her grave,

Hearing reports of classified desire;

Love is no more, the moderns simply gape,

Matching the dog against the golden fire.

Shutter thy shrine, physicians be thy tears;

Drink but rebuke—at least a hundred years.
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THE PASTURES GREEN

We thought St. John's Cathedral

Just another Apennine;

We reckoned Bishop Manning
Was a hardened old divine,

A somber combination

Where aristocrats were awed;

And then there died in Harlem

That gentleman
—

"de Lawd."

Down from a pulpit stumbled

A grace that had slept too long;

Wide swung the brazen portals

And the choir attired for song.

Not for a king's remembrance,

Or a saint, or the in-between;

At the foot of the hill lies Harlem

And a bit of the pastures green.

At the foot of the hill lies Harlem

But the ground—it has risen high

One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street

Is intruding upon the sky.

St. John's in a breath has broken

The rule of the in-between;

In the crypt there is sound of cheering

For "de Lawd" and the pastures green,
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NORTHAMPTON
(To Mistress Grace Coolidge)

Enchantment walks the recess of your reed,

The deaf who heard no thunder in a room,

Begin to note the clash of chalices

—

The birds at drink beside a Berkshire flume.

They sense the click of sandals in a text,

The muses whispering through the tissue walls,

And not content until Northampton hears

The second echo when a raindrop falls.



THE SPICE MORTAR

It's an aromatic mortar of great fragrance

That outdates the Spanish conquest of Peru,

And we keep it always ribboned since an artist

May appear some day to claim the Cordon Bleu.

In the Mortar Carvers' Alley in Ardena-

That's the country where the skilly gnomes abound,

There he made it out of toughest lignum vitae

While apprentices in reverence stood around.

How he hollowed it has ever been a heartache

Unexplainable as things that touch the soul,

But we feel that there are many secret chambers

Back of stain-defended panels in the bowl.

For the scent of cardamon, and black vanilla,

Lure examiners to levels of the knee;

And the odors of the orange peel and orris

Would betray a sunken garden of the bee.

It is haunted by the ghosts of tropic perfumes,

Half the Orient asleep without a hood

;

And the breath of charmed immortal trysters rising

From associated spices in the wood.
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All the mellow cloves collected by Magellan,

All the cinnamon in mood to halt a breeze;

All the nutmegs from Mollucca and from Timor,

And the citrons of the golden Celebes.

If the artist who conceived it ever travels

From Ardena to attend an heir-loom view,

He will be surprised and pleasingly bewildered

That his masterpiece has won the Cordon Bleu,
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CONVERSATION OF THE BEES

There's a famine in the center of each sweet;

There's a surfeit in the larder of the sour;

And the longest pilgrimage that ever was

—

May be less than Mecca half way down a flower.
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THE DOVES

We'll rid us of the pigeons

—

A city's edict ran;

Apt soilers of our parapets,

The pouter and the fan.

Each roof a drift of feathers;

On Trinity they lean

;

The Chrysler but a cooer's haunt

—

The Woolworth, Gretna Green.

We rid us of the pigeons,

A poison paste was fed;

The wagons rolled, the children heard

The cry: "Bring out your dead."

They bore them forth in clusters,

In wreaths they laid them down

;

The tumbrils looked like Easter dawn
When lilies come to town.

Old bells in empty turrets

Have canceled one refrain;

Their voices failed a whirling cloud

That never comes again.

And in a whited city,

Inscriptions show at dark:

Time grew so clean it slaughtered here

The dove that graced the Ark.
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PLANT THE SKY

Once, long ago, a herald made a jest

—

Stuck roses upside down upon a crest.

The sky became the earth—the earth the sky,

And many sovereigns stared and wondered why.

But some believe the herald really tried

To root the roses on the better side.
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APHRODITE IN COURT

They arrested Aphrodite, lacking homespun,

Pressed her finger-tips upon the tattling black

;

Wrote the charge in good old English hieroglyphics

—

Jennie Doe abroad with nothing on her back.

Jennie Doe, with brambles clinging to her tresses,

Jennie Doe, with eyes of azure flecked by flame,

Apprehended as a gipsy scorning gingham

—

Twenty constables to swear unto the same.

When the case was called she suddenly grew sullen,

In the court-room hung her head and would not speak

Till a gentle little linguist born in Athens

After many tries saluted her in Greek.

Then she sighed and jurists paid their debts in marble,

Sat the magistrate a Phidian recruit;

Clerk and crier quaffed the quiet of the quarry

At her second word—the ripple of the lute.

Near the bar still lies a Parian mantilla,

'Tis a shawl the matron made the prisoner wear

When the law arranged to interrupt a goddess

And accuse her of exhibiting the bare.
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They arrested Aphrodite in the morning,

Yet the court remains as statuesque as Greece,

Each attendant in apparel of the pebble,

On the bench a stony justice of the peace.

By the counsel table stands the little linguist

Where the instantaneous chisel also fell,

And so eloquent his ashen consternation

Aphrodite may in time undo the spell.
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TRUTH

Pilate dreamed that truth was never-

In his doubt the quest awoke;

And the Grecian lantern marches

Just behind the Grecian joke.

In the heart of some great falsehood,

In the mirror of despair,

In the most unlikely limbo

The world may find her there.
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PLATO'S REPUBLIC

Philosophers are poets who refrain

From blandishments—the blarney of the Muse

;

They cram a towel down the minstrel's throat,

Or plant the heel when troubadours enthuse.

Symbols, long saints, may animate their moods,

Yet often are their fingers on the lyre,

Desperate, they close their eyes to poesy

—

The last defiance of a great desire.

Plato portrays, but his immortal town

Still lacks a hunchback and an eyeless bard

—

Aesop in rags, and Homer's feelings hurt,

Damned by the data on an index card.

Perfection needs, whatever else is sent

—

The beggar's fancy and the fool's content.
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THE WISE MEN

The Wise Men still are with us and as wonderful to-day

As on that ancient morning by a cradle lined with hay.

They hand us not the incense or the precious oils o£ eld,

But an interest in birthdays that the years have not dispelled.

A carol for a Christmas morn; the honor due a tree;

A chant for Blessed Damosel and road to Bethany.

But when the Yuletide merriment has gone beyond the

feast

—

We make our preparations for the Wise Men of the East.

The romance in an antic, and the dancer worth her tune

Have always pleased the Wise Men on a Christmas after-

noon.

They are the modern Magi who can make an image speak,

And manufacture Orients with kisses on the cheek.

For them an Esmeralda goes a-whirling in a gown;

The Wise Men laugh when two-year nymphs arise and then

sit down.

They stare at dazzled infants picking shadows from the wall;

They raise binoculars and shout when toddlers tip and fall.
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When'er an unpinned cupid mounts the damask for a bun,

They see ten knights in harness where our armorer sets one.

The Wise Men still are with us and as wonderful to-day

As on that ancient morning by a cradle lined with hay.

They hand us not the incense or the precious oils of eld,

But love for all the children that the years have not dispelled,
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THE SUN-DIAL

(Barnard College)

Meet me at the dial in the garden,

Meet me at the fountain in Seville

;

Meet me at the Camel Mosque in Mecca-

Leave your bonny brogans on the sill.

Meet me 'neath the stars in Salamanca,

Meet me on the sidewalk in the moon;

Meet me at the dial in the garden

Any time along the afternoon.
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THE SALT

In the town of the Thousand Belfrys,

In the town of the poet Walt,

There arose a chemical question

As to who invented the salt.

And some imagined that Heaven

Might have endowed our sphere

;

They quoted without denial

Grief—and the baby's tear.

How could there be invention

When the salt was always there,

Like the poison in the peach stone

Or the iron in the pear?

But others were of opinion

That salt is a paronym,

Perfected by Master Shakespeare

To use when the mind grows dim.
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THE APPRENTICE

Many may kneel when the Pyramids fall

;

I, an apprentice of fate,

Study the boulder that lurks in the plum,

Ponder the bolt in the date.

My love was smiling and skipping the rope,

Counting one hundred and four

—

Down from the ledge of a reader's retreat

Tumbled a dried apple core.

Turbulent seeds in that remnant of fruit,

Orchards of possible red

;

All of the leafage and all of the boughs

Fell on the top of her head.

Nurses and doctors are raying the bruise;

Rumors are checking a score,

Trying to figure the speed and the weight

Shown by that infamous core.

I am not feeling as well as I was

;

I have the witness-box freeze

;

Fate is an archer who, scorning the bow,

Sobers a target with ease.
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Drawn are the shades in the room of my love,

Yet I have knocked on her door;

Out came an answer in caretaker's cap

—

Fever one hundred and four.

Many may kneel when the Pyramids fall;

I, an apprentice of fate,

Study the plunge of the caraway seed,

Ponder the bolt in the date.
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FAUN'S REST

Tonti had a basket,

Osier, spiked with thorn,

Like the booty baskets lugged

By every autumn faun.

Peering at his rabbit,

Peering at his snails

:

Will there be in other worlds

Bunnies in the vales?

May we gather acorns,

Leaves to make a nest?

Will there be a hollow tree

Where a faun can rest?
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COULD I LIVE AGAIN
(For my friend, E. V. Lucas)

You wandered in France 'mid valley and plain;

Oh, I would be Francois could I live again.

Oh, I would be Francois—with Lucas inside,

Double yet single with none there to chide.

Dreaming at leisure and there to regale

—

Brittany oysters or Normandy quail;

Drinking a vineyard with one sounding smack;

Blind when the gods turn a calendar back.

You would be Francois—but what is that din?

Horsemen are passing the door of the inn.

You would be Francois, now hold to the smile

—

Enters the Emperor from Elba's fair isle,

Greets as a comrade and hands you a suit;

Waterloo waiting, and you a recruit.
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THE PLAYTHINGS

The thunder scolds the cricket

For a noisy afternoon;

The lightning feigns a yawn's fatigue

When the glowworm mimes the moon,

But the cricket and the glowworm

Are unabashed by odds;

They know that heaven once designed

Some playthings for the gods.
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ARMISTICE DAY

Armistice Day in Arlington, with infantry from Myer;

A trumpeter advances from a silent army choir.

The wreaths lie on a tabled stone within a roofless nave

—

The laurel of Bethsaida on the Unknown Soldier's grave.

Solemnity mid cameras ; the overseas men lean

Upon a Springfield pattern and behold another scene.

The gleam of Hampshire marble fades, dissolving minarets

Turn into misty valleys and the muddy road to Metz.

A shock division whirlpool in the Saunter of the Dames

;

The honors coming over and old Thiaucourt in flames.

St. Mihiel muttering about the scissors and the spool,

And ambulances pouring twenty thousand into Toul.

The Argonne boastful to the last, the fox-holes just as vain,

And ammunition wagons trotting through a soldier's brain.

From the time that the first great earthquake

Made love on a ruffian's plan,

The metals, the vapors and acids

Were contraband seizures of man.
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And out of the inorganic

As a dwarf from a Chinese jug,

They tottered, obedient pagans

—

The sword blade, the spear head and slug.

After them came huge ingots

Into deformity led,

Thinking each leader an ideal

Pacing a mortal's head.

But now they have seen a Gautama

Pick up a sliver and sign,

And peace rising out of a thimble

Instead of an inky Rhine.

And while the nations tarrying, do honor to a morn,

Truth issues from the galleries within a silver horn.

The laurel of Bethsaida stirs, the Hampshire marbles gleam-

There are no dead who pass beyond the promise of a dream.



THE POST-OFFICE DOOR
(In remembrance of the flan to place the names of the

pensioned wounded in the Post Office)

Paste their names on the post-office door

And over the portico;

Cut their names on the banister-rail

—

Soldiers of long ago.

Pin the lists to the letter slots

That the stroller may read with ease:

These are the boys of Blindman's Buff

And the caps of the Over-Seas.

Paste their names on the post-office door

Till a questioner drawing near:

Once the place of the postage stamp

—

But valor now resteth here.

Paste their names on the post-office door

But beware as ye enter in—

-

It is at the end of a traitor's jest

That the works of the gods begin.



THE BRAGGARTS

We hold no awe for the new unknown

Who tasted each ancient plan;

We fear no fuse in the atom's jaw,

No ray in the palm of man.

For the dew still dazzles the garden old,

The grasses their goblets fill,

And the dawn we thought in the doctor's care

Comes in by the window-sill.
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MARTYRS NEW
(To Mistress William Brown Meloney)

Your artists wait anointing,

Your warriors wear no scar;

Your young discoverers still lack

An undiscovered star.

And in unlisted lodgings

Your poets count each peal

;

Behold how unborn martyrs love

The fagot and the wheel.

Oh, interludes lmpatient-

Intendants of the vow,

Whatever farewells you may plan,

Devise your partings now.

Arrange them ere your advent

When ordinations loom,

Lest jargon with a chisel make
Mistakes upon a tomb.

And lastly, unastonished

By thunder in the dew,

Be ready when your morning sounds

A call for martyrs new.
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SWINBURNE

My Lord, the doorman acts as one embalmed;

Two frothing scullions claw the kitchen wall;

Your maids have gone to sleep upon the stair,

The footmen pitch their figures in the hall.

A pestilence? Why, something of the kind;

Your last postilion, brightened by a pain,

Believes the breath of Asia spreads a feast

—

The rats put on the napkin once again.

In that same hour, a poet sipping wine

Shattered his glass and threw his leisure down-

Went out to serve the dying and the dead,

First Marshal of the Muse in London Town.

In Calydon this record roses keep,

And Atalanta names him in her sleep.
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FROM THE ROSE THAT NEVER GREW

From the rills that reason slandered,

From the rose that never grew,

From the tinder of the flowerless fern

Rise the frontiers of the new.

How strange to all adventurers

Who push the leaves away,

And see the Future turn her face

And show us Yesterday.
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DAUGHTERS OF CRUSOE

There is an islet in some Southern sea

A gorgeous remnant of the untaxed turf,

Where sits serenity in sapphire robe

Crowned with the white corona of the surf.

All daughters of poor Crusoe have the map;

Their heritage still beckons from that isle,

Rich in the leisure of a laureate

—

Sweeter than any perfume's odorous wile.

They shall be hailed by penguins on the beach,

Shall feel the ceremonials of the sand,

Be led to rove where dusky grasses wave

And touch the tropic twilight with the hand.

Daughters, grieve not, but cherish every chart

That deals in dim horizons of the heart.
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THE QUEST OF DON SEBASTIAN

Don Sebastian Barbanel-

His years were only four—

Upon a high adventure bent

Unlatched a closet door.

Don Sebastian Barbanel

—

He clapped a hand to head

;

Before him on a rack were strung

The dresses of the dead.

Ladles p;one away-

Thoughtless as the rain

;

Stands a knight disquieted,

Muttering in Spain.

Ladiles gone away

—

Wore but chains of gold

;

In a state of heedlessness

—

Ladies catching cold.

Don Sebastian Barbanel,

A nobleman of four,

He bids an old retainer lead

His burro to the door;

And all the flags in Aragon

Are stirring once again

—

He rides with raiment on his arm

For honor and for Spain.
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THE GARDEN OF LINDARAJA
For Caridad Rodriguez Castellano6

In the garden of Lindaraja

No one is early or late;

In the garden of Lindaraja

Time on himself must wait.

There the bee is a little statue

On the rim of an orange flower;

Not a rose has stirred for ages

—

Not a leaf in grove and bower.

In the garden of Lindaraja

The curious come and go

;

In an alabaster basin

Falls the water that once was snow;

And its voice is a sound unheeded,

Yet forever revealing the spell

—

This is the place where Allah

Conquers the infidel.
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